
 

. . . What is a rhythm? A rhythm is a pattern of musical sounds that creates a regular movement or beat. It is the beat that forms the music you listen to as you sing, dance, or simply move your hand in time with it. In Latin America they call every rhythm Son Huayno as there are many types of son huaynos from various countries from Latin America and Mexico itself. Son huaynos can differ from
country to country as they have their own ways to play it as well as the instruments used to play them. In Ecuador, for example, they use Castanets, Guacharacas and a Guitar to help create a very fast rhythm that is meant to dance with. In Mexico, Son Huayno is played on a guitar first and then other instruments join in later on. In Colombia Son Huaynos used other instruments such as bass violins and
other string-related instruments which helped create a complete rhythm to dance with. Son huaynos first originated in the Southern Andes of Peru. Over time, this style of music has spread to other countries like Colombia and Ecuador. Son huayno is also the name to call the music that was created by African slaves in Colombia. They created their own types of songs with instruments they made which
are called Tambores . These are drums made out of wood, animal skins and even large plastic bottles filled with water. All the instruments they created were percussive and would be played at a very fast pace with a clear beat. In Mexico, Son Huaynos were originally played on the castanets and with the guitar as its main instrument until they imported violins and other string-related instruments to
create a complete rhythm. This is why we now call Son Huaynos as Tambores Nortes . But now, you can now find Son Huaynos being performed with drums that are conga-enhanced called Tambores Nortes conga . They create such a fast pace with such syncopated grooves.
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